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ABSTRACT In this work, we aim at investigating the applicability of machine learning (ML), namely, a linear
regression (LR) model for estimation of flows latencies in packet-switched 5G xHaul networks. The analysis is
performed in a network scenario in which the switches are connected using high-capacity fiber links.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Packet-switched xHaul networks are a scalable solution enabling convergent transport of diverse types of
radio data flows, such as fronthaul/midhaul/backhaul (FH/MH/BH) flows, between remote sites and a central
site (hub) in 5G radio access networks (RANs) [1]. Such networks can be realized using the cost-efficient Ethernet
technology, which enhanced with time-sensitive networking (TSN) features allows for prioritized transmission
of latency-sensitive FH flows [2]. The major concern in such networks are non-deterministic latencies caused by
packet buffering in Ethernet bridges (switches). For this reason, in latency-sensitive xHaul networks, resource
allocation and network optimization tasks realized during both off-line network planning and online connection
provisioning should take this issue into account, e.g., by making use of reliable models estimating flows latencies.
Queuing theory-based models are not suitable in the majority of cases since they are oriented on estimation
of average queuing latencies [3], whereas 5G RANs have strict requirements concerning maximum latencies.
Concurrently, worst-case (WC) latency models, which guarantee that flows latencies do not exceed given limits,
as they calculate an upper bound of the latencies experienced by packets, tend to overestimate the latencies [4].
Since overestimation of latencies may lead to over-dimensioning of allocated network resources, it is desirable
to predict the latencies as accurate as possible.

The main goal of this work is to assess the applicability of LR in prediction of maximum flows latencies
in packet-switched xHaul networks. The approach that we propose and study is based on the calculation of
worst-case latencies by means of a deterministic model and, afterwards, on improving the accuracy of these
estimations with the assistance of an LR model trained using the data obtained in an event-driven simulator of
a packet xHaul network. To our best knowledge, this approach has not been considered in the literature so far.

2. NETWORK SCENARIO AND MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

We assume a similar network and traffic model as in [5]–[7]. The elements of the 5G RAN considered
include: (a) the remote units (RUs) located at antenna sites, (b) the distributed units (DUs) comprising a subset
of baseband processing functions, which can be virtualized and performed at different sites of the network at
processing pool (PP) facilities, and (c) the central units (CUs) that complete the radio processing at a hub
node. The RUs, PPs, and the hub are connected using a convergent packet-switched xHaul network [1], which
makes use of Ethernet switches [2] for multiplexing and routing of multiple data flows transported between the
RAN elements. The xHaul network is connected using fiber links of capacity: 25 Gbps (RU–switch), 100 Gbps
(switch–switch), and 400 Gbps (switch–PP and switch–hub). Two types of data flows of different bandwidth
and latency requirements are considered: (a) FH – between RU and PP (DU), and (b) MH – between PP and the
hub (CU). The transmission is realized in both uplink (RU→PP→hub) and downlink (hub→PP→RU) directions.

As in [3], the radio data are encapsulated and sent periodically in transmission windows (every 66.6̄ µs) as
bursts of Ethernet frames (packets); each frame having a fixed size of 1542 bytes [2]. The data are transmitted
with constant bit-rates corresponding to the capacity of a radio system consisting of 4 antennas with MIMO and
100 MHz channels. Option 7.2 and Option 2 are assumed for the functional split [8] in FH and MH, respectively.
Table I shows the adequate bit-rates of xHaul flows, estimated using the model presented in [9], the number of
frames forming each burst (denoted as burst size), and burst transmission delays in network links. The bursts
are buffered and transmitted as entire in network switches. The selection of a burst for transmission is based on
the strict priority algorithm [2], without preemption, where the FH bursts have assigned a higher priority than
the MH bursts [2], and following the FIFO policy for the queued up bursts of the same priority.

This study focuses on the maximum flow latency, which is defined as the maximum latency that a burst
belonging to the flow may experience during its transmission through the network. As in [5]–[7], the latency
of a burst consists of a static (fixed) and a dynamic (dependent on the network state) component. The static
latency includes the propagation delay in network links (assuming 2× 105 km/s speed), the store-and-forward
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TABLE I: Assumed parameters of FH and MH flows.

Direction Flow type Flow bit-rate Burst size Burst delay in link [µs]

[Gbps] 25 Gbps 100 Gbps 400 Gbps

Uplink FH 5.496 31 15.30 3.82 0.96
MH 0.774 5 2.47 0.62 0.15

Downlink FH 6.076 34 16.78 4.19 1.05
MH 1.016 6 2.96 0.74 0.18

Figure 1: (a) WRO-17 network topology; RUs, PPs, switches, and the hub are marked by triangles, squares,
circles, and hexagon, respectively; (b) estimated vs. measured latencies of FH and MH flows.

delay in switches (5 µs per switch), and the burst transmission delay in links (shown in Table I), whereas the
dynamic latency represents the burst buffering delay at the output links of switches. The maximum buffering
latency is calculated using the WC latency model described in [2]. Namely, for a given flow, a buffering delay
in a link is produced by: (a) all bursts that belong to other flows of either higher or equal priority, which might
be selected for transmission before the burst considered, and (b) the largest burst of a lower priority flow, which
might be in-transmission. For flow f routed through links e belonging to path p, WC buffering latency Lbuf(f)
is expressed as:

Lbuf(f) =
∑
e∈p

 ∑
q∈QHEP(f,e)

L(q, e) + max
q∈QLP(f,e)

L(q, e)

 (1)

where QHEP(f, e) are higher/same priority flows and QLP(f, e) are lower priority flows interfering with f in
link e, and L(q, e) is the latency introduced by interfering flow q in link e.

3. DATA MODEL

The data used in this study was obtained in a made-up mesh network WRO-17, shown in Fig. 1a, consisting
of 17 switches (depicted by circles) and PP nodes (squares) placed in the proximity of real antenna locations
(79 RUs in total, marked by triangles) in the center of city Wrocław in Poland and connected using links driven
along streets. The one-way latency limits of the FH flows were randomly selected for particular RUs, between
100 µs and 250 µs, whereas the MH flows had a fixed limit of 1 ms. The selection of PP nodes for the DU
processing for particular RUs and the routing of related FH and MH flows was planned using the latency-aware
optimization model presented in [7], which resulted in 316 flows in total (assuming both uplink and downlink).

Next, the network flows were deployed in an event-driven simulator implemented in the OMNET++ envi-
ronment [10], which simulated the transmission and buffering of the xHaul data bursts in a packet-switched
transport network. The simulation was performed for 1e7 generated bursts. To suppress the repeatability of
buffering states due to the periodic character of transmission (see Section 2), the bursts were transmitted with
random offset times in consecutive transmission windows. During the simulation, the latency information of
each transmitted burst was collected and, after the simulation, the largest latency of a burst belonging to a flow
represented the measured (simulated) latency of the flow.



Figure 2: Predicted vs. measured flows latencies: (a) obtained using LR and (b) after including additional margin.

The network planning and simulation process was repeated 10 times for different random FH latency limits,
which allowed to create a data set comprising 3160 samples, each sample corresponding to a single data flow.
Fig. 1b shows a plot of the measured values (Lsim) and the WC estimations (Lwc) of the buffering latency, in
the form of (Lsim, Lwc) points, for all 3160 samples included in the dataset, where Lwc was calculated using
Equation (1). It can be seen that the WC estimation model tends to significantly overestimate the measured Lsim
values, particularly for the flows with larger latencies.

4. LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL

In this work, we make use of a linear regression model in the prediction of maximum latencies of xHaul
flows (i.e., the values of Lsim). The static component of the flow latency is fixed as it does not depend on the
network state and its exact value can be calculated easily. Hence, our focus is on predicting buffering delays,
which in many cases are overestimated significantly when using deterministic model (1), as shown in Fig. 1b.

The LR model was implemented using the widely used scikit-learn Python library. The model was trained
and tested using the dataset defined in Section 3. Three input features were used to predict the values of Lsim:

• Flow type – with the assigned numerical values: 0 for FH uplink, 1 for FH downlink, 2 for MH uplink,
and 3 for MH downlink;

• Number of buffers appearing along the flow path;
• Estimated worst-case latency value Lwc.

K-Fold cross validation (K = 5) was applied to verify the accuracy of the regression model and the 70% mean
accuracy score was obtained.

Fig. 2a shows a plot of the measured values (Lsim) and the values predicted using LR (Lpred) of the buffering
latency as (Lsim, Lpred) points for all samples in the dataset. The observed differences between Lsim and Lpred
are much smaller than between Lsim and Lwc in Fig. 1b, which indicates that the LR model provides a more
accurate prediction of latencies. Still, the application of regression introduces some underestimation of maximum
latencies for the points in the chart below the ”perfect regression” line, which might result in unreliable network
operation. To solve this issue, additional latency margins need to be added to prevent falling into underestimating
the Lsim values. For the dataset considered, the sufficient margins are, e.g., MFH = 25 µs and MMH = 40 µs for
FH and MH data flows, respectively.

Fig. 2b presents the plot of measured and predicted latency values after increasing the Lpred value by the
above margins. As can be seen, all the depicted points lay above the ”perfect regression” line, which means that
the predictions are not underestimated. Moreover, even including the additional latency margins, more accurate
maximum latency values can be delivered than with the WC latency estimation analytical model. In particular,
the mean absolute error (MAE) is 33 µs for the LR model, whereas it is 68 µs for the WC model, which results
in the MAE reduction of about 52%.

To assess the potential gains in network performance from applying the LR-aided latency predictions, we
analyze the overall (end-to-end, E2E) flows latencies, which include both latency components, i.e., static and
dynamic. In Fig. 3, we show histograms illustrating the distribution of the amount of FH flows with particular
E2E latencies for the WC estimations (in Fig. 3a) and the LR-aided predictions (in Fig. 3b). Also, the ”actual”



Figure 3: Distribution of FH flows with particular E2E latencies: (a) WC estimations and (b) LR predictions.

E2E latencies corresponding to the measured Lsim values are shown at the background of the figures. We can
see that the proposed LR model delivers more precise E2E latency predictions. Moreover, the amount of flows
that might fall in the range of unacceptable latencies is higher if the latencies are estimated using the WC
model than when based on the LR predictions. For instance, assuming the one-way latency limit of 100 µs for
FH flows, there are 662 flows and 208 flows (out of all 1580 flows) with the latencies exceeding this limit,
respectively, if the WC estimations and LR predictions are considered. Note that if the decisions concerning the
acceptance of particular flows have to be taken, about 69% less flows would be blocked after applying the LR
model. Eventually, for the actual (measured) values of E2E latencies, only 7 flows have larger latencies than
100 µs, which still leaves a significant room for improvement.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have analyzed the applicability of linear regression in predicting the maximum latencies of xHaul flows in
packet-switched 5G xHaul networks. We have shown that the use of LR has a potential to improve the prediction
of flows latencies in such networks, which may lead to a better network performance. In future work, we will
continue the study assuming more diversified traffic scenarios, also involving the LR prediction model directly
in the network planning process, as well as we will examine the effectiveness of other ML methods.
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